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Objectives

X To deal with the usual irregular data in CoDa sets: missing data, values below
detection limit, zeros and outliers.

X To introduce the most important probability distributions models on the sim-
plex.

X To estimate a linear regression model when the response is compositional.
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4.1. Irregular data†

In this section we present the techniques to deal with no-common data, i.e. data
that are unusual and have special features. We call these data irregular data. We
consider several types of irregular data: non-available data (missing data), values
below detection limit (bdl), zeros and outliers. Because each type of irregular data
requires its own specific treatment we introduce the particular techniques for doing
so in following subsections. In any case, for this section and for the remainder of
the chapter, we assume that groups in the data set do not exist . In other words,
if there are groups in the data set then the techniques presented in this chapter
should be applied separately to each group. In the next chapter we will introduce
some basic multivariate techniques to deal with the groups of a data set.

4.1.1. Missing data. The first type of irregular data are the non-available data,
usually labelled as NA as an entry in the incomplete data matrix. It is important
to observe that there are different types of missing data because each type will need
its own particular treatment. Let x be an incomplete multivariate sample which
can be split into two parts, observed and missing, i.e. x=(observed part,missing
part)=(xobs,xmis).

According to [LR87], there are three different types of missing data or mis-
singness mechanism:

• Missing Completely At Random (MCAR): xmis are a simple random sample
of all data values. Missingness does not depend on the data values.
Example: in a questionnaire, the accidental omission of an answer.

• Missing At Random (MAR): the probability that one value is missing depends
on the xobs part but not on xmis.
Example: in a questionnaire, the probability of omitting an answer depends
on the answer to other questions.

• Not Missing At Random (NMAR): the probability that one value is missing
depends also on the xmis part.
Example: a question on a questionnaire has been deliberately skipped by the
participant.

In the particular case of compositional data we can distinguish other simple
cases (Table 4.1). In the next section we justify why the most usual NMAR value
is the rounded zero value (e.g. Obs. 1). Furthermore, observe that the case when
only one value is randomly missing in a closed composition where the sum of the
observed part is less than κ (constant constraint sum) has an easy solution: impute
the residual part to get the constraint sum value. Consequently, we deal with more
complicated situations where the observed part xobs holds the constraint sum (e.g.
Obs. 2) or we have more than one missing part (e.g. Obs. 3). Note that cases the
Obs. 2 (Table 4.1) are equivalent to the cases where the samples are not closed.
That is, when we have a non-closed sample with missing values and we apply the
closure operation using the sum of xobs as the denominator, the result will be a
vector similar to Obs. 2.

†This section is an adaptation of [Ait03, Sections 11.5-11.7, p. 266-277].


